Ysgol Maesydderwen
Year 7 Weekly Work Overview (Week Beginning Monday May 4th)
7A

7S

7Y

English

Complete a new task for the Maesolation
Magazine (details sent via Google
Classroom)

Complete a new task for the Maesolation
Magazine (details sent via Google
Classroom)

Complete a new task for the Maesolation
Magazine (details sent via Google
Classroom)

Mathematics

Complete the work on time:

Tuesday
Investigation: Fish Dish
Details on Google Classroom. To be
submitted on Google Form.

Tuesday: Complete the Mathswatch
assignment on Time;

Monday: Fish Dish Investigation
Wednesday: Complete the Mathswatch
assignment.
See lesson planner in Google classroom

Thursday
Start work on Percentages (we’re trying out
some different resources).

Wednesday: Start work on Percentages
(we’re trying out some different resources,
so see the lesson planner for details)

See lesson planner in Google Classroom.

Science

Watch the video clips posted last week on
the work scientists are doing on
Coronavirus. Complete the assignment and
submit on classroom please.

Electricity and Magnetism Pack 2 Modelling Circuits. Introductory PowerPoint
and video followed by activities to be done
over the course of the week.

Electricity and Magnetism Pack 3 Measuring Voltage. Introductory PowerPoint
and video followed by an activity linked to
the video to be done over the course of the
week.

Art

Complete Task 4 of the Michael Craig Martin
booklet. This will take 2 lesson and will be
due the end of next week- 15.05.20

Complete Task 4 of the Michael Craig Martin
booklet. This will take 2 lesson and will be
due the end of next week- 15.05.20

Complete Task 4 of the Michael Craig Martin
booklet. This will take 2 lesson and will be
due the end of next week- 15.05.20

Design & Tech

Complete task 3 of the Eco House Project
‘Fun Quiz’ How green are you?
Remember to work on the same document
for the whole project.

Complete task 3 of the Eco House Project
‘Fun Quiz’ How green are you?
Remember to work on the same document
for the whole project.

Complete task 3 of the Eco House Project
‘Fun Quiz’ How green are you?
Remember to work on the same document
for the whole project.

Nurture/STF Mrs Bullions - Complete task 2
on the Eco House powerpoint - remember to
work on the same document as your mood
board.

Nurture/STF Mrs Bullions - Complete task 2
on the Eco House powerpoint - remember to
work on the same document as your mood
board.

French

Extended Reading on “Mon collège, mes
matières et mon uniforme” (assignment to
submit on the google classroom).

Extended Reading on “Mon collège, mes
matières et mon uniforme” (assignment to
submit on the google classroom).

Introduction of the verb “porter” (=to wear)
and how to use it.

Extended Reading on “Mon collège, mes
matières et mon uniforme” (assignment to
submit on the google classroom).
Introduction of the verb “porter” (=to wear)
and how to use it.

Humanities

1. Finish off interview task
2. Create a factfile to compare
another country to Wales that a
person from Wales may go on
holiday to e.g. Portugal, France,
Spain, Italy, Greece.

1. Finish off interview task
2. Create a factfile to compare another
country to Wales that a person from
Wales may go on holiday to e.g.
Portugal, France, Spain, Italy,
Greece.

1. Finish off interview task
2. Create a factfile to compare another
country to Wales that a person from
Wales may go on holiday to e.g.
Portugal, France, Spain, Italy,
Greece.

ICT

1. Complete report on “The Impact of
ICT on Society” and upload to
Google Classroom.
2. Write a summary of laws &
legislation for ICT - see instructions
on Google Classroom.

1. Complete report on “The Impact of
ICT on Society” and upload to
Google Classroom.
2. Write a summary of laws &
legislation for ICT - see instructions
on Google Classroom.

1. Complete report on “The Impact of
ICT on Society” and upload to
Google Classroom.
2. Write a summary of laws &
legislation for ICT - see instructions
on Google Classroom.

Music

New Task - Lyrics
Write lyrics (words) for a verse and a chorus
for a song about lockdown. You are
essentially writing a poem based on the
current situation - consider feelings, events,
facts etc. Write 4 lines for the verse and 4
lines for the chorus.
To prepare, read details on
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/z3dqhy
c/articles/zrx3vk7 'How to write a song'.
Practical extension: If you have guitar or/and
piano skills - write a 4 chord 'chord
progression' (pick 4 chords) and make up a
melody line for your lyrics and sing across
the top. See Google Classroom for full
details.

New Task - Lyrics
Write lyrics (words) for a verse and a chorus
for a song about lockdown. You are
essentially writing a poem based on the
current situation - consider feelings, events,
facts etc. Write 4 lines for the verse and 4
lines for the chorus.
To prepare, read details on
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/z3dqhy
c/articles/zrx3vk7 'How to write a song'.
Practical extension: If you have guitar or/and
piano skills - write a 4 chord 'chord
progression' (pick 4 chords) and make up a
melody line for your lyrics and sing across
the top. See Google Classroom for full
details.

New Task - Lyrics
Write lyrics (words) for a verse and a chorus
for a song about lockdown. You are
essentially writing a poem based on the
current situation - consider feelings, events,
facts etc. Write 4 lines for the verse and 4
lines for the chorus.
To prepare, read details on
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/z3dqhy
c/articles/zrx3vk7 'How to write a song'.
Practical extension: If you have guitar or/and
piano skills - write a 4 chord 'chord
progression' (pick 4 chords) and make up a
melody line for your lyrics and sing across
the top. See Google Classroom for full
details.

PE

Complete daily circuit and fill out the circuit
record sheet in Google Classroom. Full
instructions on there.
Complete the Friday challenge this week.

Complete daily circuit and fill out the circuit
record sheet in Google Classroom. Full
instructions on there.
Complete the Friday challenge this week.

Complete daily circuit and fill out the circuit
record sheet in Google Classroom. Full
instructions on there.
Complete the Friday challenge this week.

Welsh

Hand both documents in by the end of the
day Friday after completing the tasks.

Hand both documents in by the end of the
day Friday after completing the tasks.

Hand both documents in by the end of the
day Friday after completing the tasks.

Lesson 1 - Read and correct the letter about
school.
Lesson 2 - Answer the questions.

Lesson 1 - Read and correct the letter about
school.
Lesson 2 - Answer the questions.

Lesson 1 - Read and correct the letter about
school.
Lesson 2 - Answer the questions in full
sentences.

The next task to write about your school is
next weeks work.

The next task to write about your school is
next weeks work.

*Mamiaith can also complete this work,
ensuring you answer in full sentences and
include idioms.

*Mamiaith can also complete this work,
ensuring you answer in full sentences and
include idioms.

The next task to write about your school is
next weeks work.
*Mamiaith can also complete this work,
ensuring you answer in full sentences and
include idioms.

